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Examination of beam propagation in misaligned
holographic gratings and comparison with
the acousto-optic transfer function model
for profiled beams

Monish R. Chatterjee
David D. Reagan
Binghamton University, SUNY
Department of Electrical Engineering
Binghamton, New York 13902-6000

Abstract. A transfer function formalism developed earlier for the propa-
gation of profiled optical beams through acousto-optic Bragg cells is re-
visited and applied to a thick holographic grating. The results based on
the holographic coupled wave model and the acousto-optic multiple scat-
tering model are shown to be compatible, and equivalent parameters
such as the Q and grating strength are defined for the two systems.
Results for a Gaussian spatial profile are numerically computed and
compared. For the holographic grating, a profiled beam may be inter-
preted as an angular misalignment or Bragg-angle mismatch problem.
The case of Bragg-wavelength mismatch is also investigated for the
case of a polychromatic READ beam with a uniform and a Gaussian
amplitude spectrum. The resulting spatial amplitude distribution of the
scattered order at the grating output is plotted as a function of the de-
parture from the correct Bragg direction. © 1999 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(99)00807-7]

Subject terms: acousto-optics; gratings; holography; profiled beams; polychro-
matic beams; Bragg diffraction.
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1 Introduction

Acousto-optic~A-O! and holographic gratings, though dif-
ferent in some fundamental aspects, have a number of com-
mon features. As thick gratings, both behave as Bragg-
domain scatterers with similar amplitude characteristics.
The basic analysis in both cases consists of the assumption
that initially a planar, sinusoidal grating is formed~by a
uniform plane wave of sound in the A-O case and the in-
terference of two uniform plane waves of light with iden-
tical wavelengths in the holographic case!. The scattered
amplitudes are then evaluated readily from coupled equa-
tions with a perfectly Bragg-matched uniform plane wave
READ beam. Many practical problems, however, deal with
varying degrees of departure from the above ideal model,
and attempts have been and continue to be made to accom-
modate more realistic grating formation or readout sce-
narios. Readout errors in a holographic grating occur due to
non-Bragg READ beams. Drift in the wavelength of the
READ beam or inaccuracies in aligning the beam to the
target are common in certain environments. To determine
changes in the efficiency and scattered direction as a func-
tion of input angular misalignment and/or wavelength de-
tuning, we may consider changes in the wavelength or in-
cident angle of the READ beam only, because the grating is
fixed after recording. The termsDl andDu that combine to
form the dephasing parameter defined by Kogelnik1 and
subsequent researchers2–8 allow wavelength and angular
deviations to be incorporated directly into the analysis of
scattered amplitudes. In this paper, the behavior of holo-

graphic gratings underDu dephasing is examined from a
transfer function perspective developed previously in the
context of acousto-optic scattering of profiled beams based
on plane wave multiple scattering formalism.9 In Sec. 2, the
acousto-optic transfer function model for Bragg scattering
of profiled beams is briefly reviewed and some numerical
graphs presented for discussion. Kogelnik’s model for a
symmetrical, thick holographic grating is introduced in Sec.
3 and a detailed analysis presented for the corresponding
transfer function model for profiled READ beams. To ac-
complish this, a parametric comparison is made of acousto-
optic and hologaphic gratings. This accounts for angular
misalignments only; and the resulting output profiles are
compared with the corresponding acousto-optic problem.
Efficiency variation under angular misalignment of a uni-
form plane wave is also considered in Sec. 3. The results of
this approach are shown to be equivalent to Kogelnik’s
coupled wave theory. The effects of READ wavelength
variations are investigated in Sec. 4 using polychromatic
inputs in conjunction with previous findings relating output
direction and input wavelength deviations. Section 5 con-
cludes this paper.

2 The Transfer Function Formalism in Acousto-
Optics for Profiled Light Beams

In an earlier work,9 a transfer function formalism was pro-
posed that would enable direct representation of the scat-
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tered amplitudes resulting from the propagation of a plane,
arbitrary-profiled READ beam through an acousto-optic
Bragg cell.

Representing the A-O setup as a linear system as shown
in the schematic in Fig. 1, it is proposed that:

Eout~r !5E
2`

`

Ẽin~d!H~d!exp@2 j ~2p/l!dfBr #S fB

l Ddd,

~1!

whereẼin(d) is the angular spectrum of the profiled input
beamEin(r ), and the so-called plane wave transfer func-
tions H0 andH1 take the form:

H0~d!5expS 2 j
dQ

4
D H cosAS dQ

4
D 2

1S â

2
D 2

1
j ~dQ/4!sinA~dQ/4!21~ â/2!2

A~dQ/4!21~ â/2!2 J , ~2!

and

H1~d!52 j
â

2
expS j

dQ

4
D sinA~dQ/4!21~ â/2!2

A~dQ/4!21~ â/2!2
, ~3!

where â is the peak phase shift of the light beam as it
traverses the grating,dfB is a measure of the angular de-
viation of an input plane wave from the exact Bragg angle
fB , andQ ~a grating figure-of-merit that defines Bragg or
Raman–Nath operation! is the well-known Klein–Cook pa-
rameter. At this stage, it is meaningful to discuss some of
the similarities and distinctions between the A-O and holo-
graphic gratings some of whose characteristics under non-
Bragg conditions are compared in this paper. An acousto-
optic grating operates10–12 in either of two regimes—the
Bragg ~thick gratings,Q.2p) or the Raman-Nath~thin
gratings,Q→0). The discussion in this paper is limited to
relatively thick gratings for both the holographic and the
A-O cases. Holographic gratings are generally under no
restrictions regarding the physical size of the input angle of
either the WRITE or the READ beams. Acousto-optic grat-
ings, however, are limited to operation at relatively small
input angles due to the large difference in wavelengths be-
tween light and sound. Hence, if any meaningful compari-
sons are to be made, the Bragg angle must be limited to
relatively small values for the analysis of both the acousto-
optic and the holographic gratings. Using the Fourier trans-
form formalism in Eq.~1!, it is now possible to evaluate the
output beam profiles for both the zeroth and first order

beams~corresponding to theR and S beams, respectively,
to be discussed later for holographic gratings! for arbitrary
plane wave input profiles. The formalism was successfully
applied to evaluate9 the scattered outputs for Gaussian
READ beam profiles under conditions of varyingâ.

From Figs. 2 and 3, which show the evolution of the
scattered fieldE1 with â and the normalized radial coordi-
nate (r 8) for a Q of 20 and 533, respectively, it is evident
that under certain conditions a lateral shift occurs in the
radial direction of theE1 field amplitude. Asâ increases
for a givenQ, the radial shift in theE1 beam increases. It
has been shown9 that theE0 beam~not shown here! does
not experience any radial shift untilâ exceedsp/2, after
which point the shift appears to be linearly dependent on
any further changes inâ.

The above-mentioned shift observed in the plots of the
grating outputs has a limiting value, determined by certain
parameters of the grating. The grating strength is deter-
mined by the value of the modulation index for holographic
gratings and by the sound pressure for acousto-optic grat-
ings. As the grating strength increases, the shift increases,

Fig. 1 Block diagram for sound–light interaction under a profiled
READ beam.

Fig. 2 First order E1 versus â and r8/s (where s is the READ beam
width) for Q520.

Fig. 3 First order E1 versus a and r8/s (where s is the READ beam
width) for Q5533.
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until this limiting value is reached, after which any further
increases inn ~holographic phase delay! or â ~acousto-
optic case! have no effect on the amount of the lateral shift.
These limiting values have been derived for acousto-optic
gratings9 as â approaches infinity. The expressions are:

E1~r !u â→`'
2 jE incG~1!sin~ â/2!

s1A2p

3expF2
1

2s1
2 S r 1

QL

4p
D 2G , ~4!

E0~r !u â→`'EincH G~1!cos~ â/2!

s1A2p

2
Ql3G~2!@~Q/4!1~p/L!r #sin~ â/2!

16&p5/2s1
3fB

3 âL
J

3expF2
1

2s1
2 S r 1

QL

4p
D 2G . ~5!

Both of the above equations indicate a maximum radial
shift of 2(QL/4p) when the grating strength~or sound
pressure in acousto-optics! is increased to infinity. Hence,

lim
â→`

r Acousto→2
QL

4p
. ~6!

3 Holographic Gratings: The Kogelnik Model
and the Transfer Function Formalism

A holographic grating is formed by the interference of two
light beams, viz., the reference beam~also called the regu-
lar or R beam! and the object~also called the scattered orS
beam! on a photosensitive material~such as photographic
emulsions, gelatins, or photorefractive and other volume
media!. This grating may then be read by a single beam
~usually the reference beam!, thus reconstructing both the
regular and the scattered beams at the output. The basic
geometry of Kogelnik’s analysis is shown in Fig. 4. For the

unslanted, symmetrical grating shown, upon read out with a
unit amplitude, uniform and planarR beam, the scatteredS
andR fields are given by1:

S52 j nAcr

cs
expS 2 j

qd

2cs
D sinAn21~qd/2cs!

2

An21~qd/2cs!
2

, ~7!

R52Acr

cs

3exp~ j j!
An21j2 cosAn21j22 j j sinAn21j2

An21j2
,

q5
b22s2

2b
52DuK sinuB2

DlK2

4pn
~8!

where

q 5 the dephasing parameter

n 5 a phase delay factor

j(5qd/2cs) 5 a dimensionless dephasing factor

Du andDl 5 the angular and wavelength deviations
of the READ beam from the
Bragg angle

uB 5 the Bragg angle

d 5 the grating thickness

K 5 the magnitude of the ‘‘grating vector’’

cR 5 the direction cosine of theR beam

cS 5 the direction cosine of theS beam.

3.1 Application of the Transfer Function Formalism

As established for the A-O problem for profiled READ
beams, if a transfer function could be defined for the grat-
ing, then a knowledge of the~angular! spectral characteris-
tics of the input signal would enable determination of the
output fields of this~linear! system. Thus, the output beam
profile of the grating would be the convolution of the
READ beam profile and the ‘‘spatial impulse response’’ of
the grating. Alternatively, the product of the Fourier trans-
form of the input profile and the transfer function of the
grating would yield the angular spectrum of the output,
which in principle may be inverse Fourier transformed to
provide the output beam spatial profile.13 The effects of any
variations in input angle~such as a misaligned input beam!
may be evaluated using this method. The transfer functions
and impulse responses used in this section were derived by
direct comparison with the acousto-optic transfer functions
first presented earlier. They are shown to be entirely com-
patible with the formalism derived on the basis of the mul-
tiple plane wave formalism in acousto-optics.9 To simplify
the analysis for the holographic case, it is assumed that~1!
the READ beam enters the holographic medium from air
and exits the grating into air, thus eliminating any angular
changes due to Snell’s law;~2! the loss due to absorption is
negligible; ~3! the light waves are linearly polarized in the
same~perpendicular! direction for every case considered;

Fig. 4 Schematic for holographic grating readout.
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~4! the grating is unslanted and symmetrical; and~5! the
grating is thick~i.e., the operation is at or near Bragg!.

If we consider the situation in which the wavelength is
unperturbed but there is a spread of slightly misaligned
input angles, the grating transfer functions may then be
determined as functions of the angular misalignmentDu
~where the latter may have a spread according to the angu-
lar spectrum of a profiled READ beam!. In the complemen-
tary case, where the incident angleu is constant but there is
wavelength detuning, the dependence onDl over a range
of non-Bragg-matched wavelengths~such as for a poly-
chromatic beam! cannot, strictly speaking, be described in
terms of a beam profile, because a spatial beam profile
presupposes a monochromatic wave.13 This is discussed in
more detail later, along with an alternative approach to in-
vestigating this problem. TheDu case will be approached
first, by simply settingDl to zero in Eqs.~7! and~8!. This
results in the following expressions for theS and R beam
transfer functions~after dividing the uniform plane wave
scattered amplitudes by the READ beam amplitude!:

HS~Du!52 j nAcr

cs
expS 2 j

DuK sinuBd

2cs
D

3
sinAn21~DuK sinuBd/2cs!

2

An21~DuK sinuBd/2cs!
2

, ~9!

HR~Du!5Acr

cs
expS j

DuK sinuBd

2cs
D

3H cosAn21S DuK sinuBd

2cs
D 2

2S DuK sinuBd

2cs
D j sinAn21~DuK sinuBd/2cs!

2

An21~DuK sinuBd/2cs!
2 J .

~10!

Using the transfer functions presented above, the scalar
output field profile in both ther andk domains~k implying
spatial frequency or wavenumber! may be determined. As
before, we define the input fields and their angular spectra
in terms of their Fourier pairs:

Ẽ~Du!52pE
2`

`

E~r !expS j
2p

l
Du Ddr 5f$E~r !%, ~11!

E~r !5E
2`

`

Ẽ~Du!expS 2 j
2p

l
Du r DdS Du

l D
5f21$Ẽ~Du!%, ~12!

where f and f21 signify the forward and inverse Fourier
transforms, respectively. We must keep in mind that the
current work concerns the read out of holographic gratings
illuminated by profiled READ beams~which incorporates
the case of READ angular misalignment!.

Analogous to Eq.~1!, the spatial output profile may now
be expressed as the inverse Fourier transform of the prod-
uct of the transfer function and the angular spectrum of the
input:

Eout~r !5f21$Ẽ~Du!H~Du!%

5E
2`

`

Ẽ~Du!H~Du!expS 2 j
2p

l
Dur DdS Du

l D .

~13!

In the above analyses, we have considered only lossless
and unslanted holographic and acousto-optic gratings illu-
minated with uniform plane waves. By comparing the
transfer functions for the two cases as defined by Eqs.~2!,
~3!, ~9!, and~10!, we arrive at the correspondence between
the parameters of the two systems as listed in Table 1. The
equivalence of the two systems is evident from the table,
and it is apparent that one may define aQ parameter for
holographic gratings as is done for acousto-optic gratings.
Incidentally, such aQ parameter was defined and its prop-
erties investigated earlier by Magnusson et al. for thick
gratings.12 As was done for the A-O case, the use of the fast
Fourier transform~FFT! made it possible to obtain numeri-
cal solutions for the case of a Gaussian-profile READ beam
and plot the results, some of which are presented later in
this section. Remember that the output profiles may be
evaluated for READ beams with any arbitrary profile using
the above formalism. For the Gaussian READ beam profile,
the plots that follow consider a grating whose parameters
are typical of a thick holographic grating. We thus assume:

uB 5 0.5236 rad530 deg

d 5 0.7958 mm

l 5 1 mm

L 5 1 mm

beam waist radiuss 5 1 mm.

Plots of theS beam output as a function ofn and r /s are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 forQ55,000 and 50,000 respec-
tively. As can be seen, at the low value ofQ, the beam
emerges with little distortion, while at aQ which is ten
times higher, it becomes highly distorted. This effect may
be explained from the convolution perspective in that at a
low Q, the impulse response of the grating looks closer to
an impulse and thus permits the input profile to emerge
undistorted. At a higherQ, however, the impulse response
widens, and the input appears more impulselike to the grat-

Table 1 Parametric comparison of acousto-optic and holographic
gratings.

Acousto-Optic Holographic

â/2 n

CuAu 1/A(CRCS)

2d(uB) Du

2dQ/4 j

L d

uQu 2KduB
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ing. Hence the output begins to resemble the impulse re-
sponse of the grating. This conjecture is readily verified by
plotting the grating impulse response separately. We may
note here that the above plots involved a typical thick ho-
lographic grating with a Bragg angle of 30 deg, resulting in
Q of 5000 or more. For comparison of the holographic
transfer function with that obtained for the A-O case, it is
necessary to choose holographic parameters that will en-
sure comparableQ values. This requirement is satisfied by
choosing a small Bragg angle~0.005236 rad!, even though
it is quite atypical for a holographic grating. The above
further requires that the wavelength of the READ beam be
kept considerably smaller than the grating spacing~which
is set at one tenth the standard deviation or width of the
Gaussian beam, i.e.,s/10!. In Figs. 7 through 10, the output
profiles of both theR and S beams are shown, plotted
against both the radial distance and grating strength. For
such a hypothetical holographic grating, the plots should be
contrasted with Figs. 2 and 3 for an A-O grating to arrive at
an understanding of the similarities and differences be-
tween the two grating types. Particular attention should be
paid to the amount of radial shift for a particular value ofn
or â, for a fixedQ. The degree and shape of the distortion
present at highQ and grating strengths are also important
features. As expected, the plots are similar in virtually all

respects except that additional cycles are in the holographic
plots due to the relationshipn5â/2, where both parameters
have been varied in the range 0 through 20 in the plots. The
radial spatial shifts in the holographic case are also appar-
ent from both the realistic graphs in Figs. 5 and 6, and the
simulated graphs in Figs. 7 through 10. In this context, it is
meaningful to note that to see lateral shifts in the direction
of the output beam, using typical holographic gratings,
whose grating period is on the order of the input wave-
length, theQ must be dramatically higher than that required
for the same amount of shift from an A-O grating. When
the assumptions under which acousto-optic gratings operate
~small Bragg angle, large grating spacing! are applied to
holographic gratings, however, there is a pronounced shift
at Q levels comparable to those encountered using acousto-
optic gratings. We may also note that asQ decreases, the
width of the grating’s impulse response decreases. Due to
the inverse relationship between impulse response and
transfer function, therefore, the output looks more like the
input at low Q, implying that the impulse response of the
system looks more and more like a delta function. As dis-
cussed before, at higherQ the output looks more like the
impulse response of the system because the input appears
more impulselike in this case.

Fig. 5 The S output for Q55000, uB530 deg.

Fig. 6 The S output for Q550,000, uB530 deg.

Fig. 7 The S beam output for Q520, uB50.005236 deg.

Fig. 8 The S beam output for Q5533, uB50.005236 deg.
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For holographic gratings, as the grating strength~n! in-
creases for a givenQ, we find that the distortion of theR
beam at the output increases. Curiously, for theS beam,
significant distortion only arises whenn is less thanp/2.
For grating strengths greater than this value, it worsens
only with increases inQ and is independent of the grating
strength. ButQ andn are both responsible for shifts in the
radial output direction of the beam, which are opposite in
character, compared to the distortion problem. Asn in-
creases for a givenQ, the shift in theS beam output in-
creases. TheR beam, however, experiences no shift until
the grating strength is greater thanp/2, after which point
the shift appears to be linearly dependent on any further
changes inn. These properties are evident in the graphs
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 7 through 10. Thus, in the limit as
uB→0, we may conclude that thick A-O and holographic
gratings are essentially similar in nature.

3.2 Efficiency Under Angular Dephasing

Sometimes, we need to know how nonideal conditions such
as inaccuracies~i.e., a profile, or a simple angular mis-
match! in the READ beam affect the performance of the
grating. For a Bragg grating with two significant orders, the
efficiency corresponding to a single uniform plane wave
input is simply given by:

h5uSu2, ~14!

where uSu2 is the intensity of the scattered output beam,
which after substitutingj5QDu/4uB becomes

h5
n2

@n21~QDu/4uB!2#@11cot2An21~QDu/4uB!2#
.

~15!

~The efficiency corresponding to a single uniform plane is
the only definition we follow here; we do not define any
composite ‘‘profile’’ or ‘‘spectral’’ efficiency.! Plots of ef-
ficiency versus grating strength and angular misalignment
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 forQ520 and 533, respec-
tively. From the plots it is clear that the nature of variation
in efficiency versus input angular error is essentially the
same regardless ofQ. While the basic shape does not
change withQ, only the range of angles over which the
efficiency remains significant does. This implies thatQ
may be regarded as an indicator of angular selectivity. Also
notable are the periodicity of the efficiency and the concave
nature of the curves asn increases abovep.

Fig. 9 The R beam output for Q520, uB50.005236 deg.

Fig. 10 The R beam output for Q5533, uB50.005236 deg.

Fig. 11 Holographic efficiency vs angular misalignment and grating
strength for Q520.

Fig. 12 Holographic efficiency vs angular misalignment and grating
strength for Q5533.
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4 Output Amplitude Distribution and Angular
Spread for Polychromatic READ Beams

Suppose we consider next the case of a READ beam wave-
length error~assuming a Bragg-matched incident angle!.
The scattered amplitudes of the grating may then be deter-
mined as functions of the wavelength detuningDl. How-
ever, they may be evaluated only as responses to discrete
plane wave inputs to the system, the notion of a spatial
profile being incompatible with a wavelength distribution
~such as for a polychromatic input!. This is accomplished
by settingDu to zero and evaluating the output response in
terms ofDl ~the converse of the situation described above!.
If the R beam is used to read the grating, the following
equations apply:

S~Dl!52 jAcr

cs
expS 2 j

DlK2d

8pncs
D

3
sinAn21~DlK2d/8pncs!

2

An21~DlK2d/8pncs!
2

Rin , ~16!

R~Dl!5Acr

cs
expS j

DlK2d

8pncs
D

3H cosAn21~DlK2d/8pncs!
2

2
DlK2d

8pncs

j sinAn21~DlK2d/8pncs!
2

An21~DlK2d/8pncs!
2 J Rin ,

~17!

whereRin is the READ beam input amplitude.
Note that theDl-dependent expressions cannot be sub-

jected to the usual spatial Fourier transform, because the
latter involves space and angle at a fixed wavelength. Thus,
theDu/l-dependent expressions derived earlier for profiled
beams had an inverse association withr, making them
k-domain relationships, and as such they could be viewed
as transfer functions. Now, even though a comparable
transfer function formalism cannot be derived for the poly-
chromatic problem, an output amplitude distribution can
nevertheless be achieved using an input whose wavelength
varies. Thus, plane waves with differing wavelengths can
be introduced to the input of the grating individually. It has
been determined14 that each input wavelength other than
the Bragg wavelength will result in an angular deviation at
the output. Also, using Eqs.~16! and~17!, the amplitude of
each of these deviated beams can be determined. So, if we
have a specific output angle and an amplitude associated
with that angle, we have a spatial amplitude distribution.
This spatial distribution cannot strictly be called a profile,
however, because it is not monochromatic. If, however, the
wavelength spread is very small, it may be useful, for prac-
tical purposes, to treat it as a profile. Even so, it must be
stressed that the Fourier transform or the inverse Fourier
transform of such an entity would have no real meaning,
due to its nonmonochromatic nature. To find the angle at
which the beam exits the grating, we use the result14:

Duout52H tan21F S 112
Dl

l D tan~uB!G2uBJ . ~18!

The assumptions in deriving Eq.~18! are:

1. The operation is near-Bragg.

2. The wavelength errorDl is relatively small.

The fractional wavelength error should preferably be about
10% or less; however, in many cases, slightly higher varia-
tions are within acceptable tolerances. Figure 13 shows a
plot of the output angular error versus the READ wave-
length error at a Bragg angle of 30 deg.

To find the output spatial amplitude distribution corre-
sponding to a READ wavelength spectrum, we first con-
sider a READ input with a uniform distribution of ampli-
tude versus wavelength. Effectively, this implies that a
series of plane waves~each with a different wavelength and
unit amplitude! is incident at the grating input at the Bragg
angle. Such a distribution is shown in Fig. 14, where the
center~or Bragg! wavelength is 1mm and the wavelength
spread is kept within 30% of the center wavelength in ei-
ther direction. The following parameters are also assumed:

uB 5 0.5236 deg

Q 5 5000

d 5 795.8mm

l 5 L51 mm.

Fig. 13 Output angular error versus READ beam wavelength error
(after Ref. 14).

Fig. 14 Uniform amplitude spectrum for a polychromatic READ
beam.
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Figures 15 through 17 show, respectively, the variation
of the amplitude of the outputS beam as a function of the
wavelength error, the output angular error, and its spatial
distribution as a function of the output angles relative to the
Bragg angle. Note that in Fig. 16, the overall output angle
u5uB1Du was used instead of the deviation from the
Bragg direction. In the figure, the peak of the sinclike func-
tion is at the Bragg angle and the side lobes decrease
steadily from there. The asymmetry in the plot is evidence
of the nonlinearity of the relationship between output an-
gular deviation and wavelength@Eq. ~18!#. The mapping
from Du to r 8 in Fig. 17 was accomplished simply by set-
ting up the amplitude in the Bragg direction normal to the
r 8 axis and plotting the other amplitudes around this in
accordance with the deviation from the Bragg angle as per
the results in Fig. 16. The final plot is multivalued and has
multiple zeroes as in a typical radiation pattern polar plot
simply because of the multiple zeroes versus angle as indi-
cated by Fig. 16. To find the wavelength corresponding to
the given amplitude and direction, we must measure the
angular error for a given amplitude from Fig. 17, then find
the corresponding wavelength error from Fig. 13. By using
an analogous technique, the output spatial distribution rela-
tive to the Bragg direction for theSbeam corresponding to
a READ beam with a~more realistic! Gaussian wavelength
spectrum is shown in Fig. 18. The standard deviation of the
Gaussian is kept once again within 30% of the center wave-

length ~1 mm! in either direction. The scattered output in
this case is very similar to that for the uniform spectrum
except that the sinc function for the amplitude versus wave-
length error is now delimited by a Gaussian envelope. We
also observe that due to the increased attenuation at the
outer ends of the Gaussian, fewer ‘‘loops’’ are in the pat-
tern. Finally, a plot of efficiency versus wavelength error
~assuming single, monochromatic, non-Bragg wavelengths
only! is shown in Fig. 19 forQ5533. From the plots over
different Q, it may be shown that the range ofDl over
which efficiency is an acceptable value narrows asQ in-
creases. That is, the wavelength selectivity increases asQ
increases. This, as seen earlier, is true for the efficiency as
a function of input angular deviation as well. Thus, the
parameterQ may be regarded as a measure of angular se-
lectivity or wavelength selectivity.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented a study of the effects of angular
misalignment and wavelength detuning on the performance
of holographic gratings, initially using the acousto-optic
Bragg grating as a model and then comparing the results for

Fig. 17 Wavelength-dependent amplitude distribution plotted ver-
sus angle relative to the normal to the r8 axis.

Fig. 18 Wavelength-dependent amplitude distribution for a Gauss-
ian READ amplitude spectrum plotted versus angle relative to the
normal to the r8 axis.

Fig. 15 Plot of Sout vs Dl.

Fig. 16 Plot of Sout versus overall output angle u.
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the two systems under profiled READ beams. The results
compared favorably when the parameters of the holo-
graphic grating are tailored to match those of the A-O grat-
ing. The equivalence of the transfer function and Fourier
transform formalism based on the A-O multiple plane wave
scattering approach and Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory
also were demonstrated. The efficiency of a holographic
grating under a uniform plane wave with angular misalign-
ment were examined for differentQ and the effect on the
angular selectivity determined. A novel approach was de-
veloped to characterizing the output of a grating with re-
gard to wavelength detuning~for which the transfer func-
tion or Fourier transform method is inadmissible!. The
output spatial distribution of the scattered order of light
corresponding to a uniform and a Gaussian polychromatic
READ beam spectrum was determined as a function of
departure from the nominal Bragg direction. Finally, the
efficiency of a holographic grating as a function of input
wavelength detuning, was also investigated at differentQ.
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Fig. 19 Efficiency versus wavelength deviation for Q5533.
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